Hasco
Enabling with System.

Precision for Mouldmaking.
Every success story begins with a basic idea. Ours is to offer you the best possible support when it comes to moulds. With this in mind, we designed the standard mould base that made HASCO a recognised industry pioneer. As a global company, we are constantly working on innovations to make your projects better and faster. We have been developing Rapid Technologies since 1924. What makes HASCO an ideal partner for moulds? Innovative strength, agility, simplicity and performance. These four areas of expertise focus on one single goal: your success.
You can rely on HASCO when it comes to implementing ideas. With more than 100 inventions and patents, we are the innovator in mouldmaking. For more than 90 years, we have focused on products and services that transform your ideas into reality – in the simplest possible way – with HASCO.

As a mould designer, you can benefit from our complete range of ready-to-install system components and professional project support. This enables you to implement your ideas faster and easier. Our standard moulds set global design benchmarks, which means you can rely on HASCO to make your projects possible.

- 1960 registration of original patent
- 1980 latch locking device
- 1983 introduction of first self-programmed standard elements module
- 1985 date insert
- 1997 front-controlled marking insert
- 2000 quick-change mould K3500
- 2007 axial sealing ring

HASCO enables mouldmaking
Enabling is our main area of expertise. We defined international standards and revolutionized mouldmaking with the invention of our standard mould base. Today, we rely on our innovative strength to set tomorrow’s standards.

**P-Standards**
Precision machined plates for moulds, tools, jigs and fixtures.

**K-Standards**
Plates with high-precision guiding systems for injection moulds can be modularly combined.

**Z-Standards**
Ready-to-install system components for mouldmaking.
Systematic success with HASCO

HASCO supplies a complete range of ready-to-install system components for moulds and offers reliable support for your projects. This combination of products and services reduces design and construction time and increases your productivity. Working with HASCO gives you a system for the future – along with a clear competitive edge.

At HASCO, we respond to special requests with custom designs. You can rely on expert support with dedicated sales engineers, fast production, top quality and years of experience.
HASCO operates Europe’s most advanced, fully integrated automatic plate storage system. 5,000 pallet spaces ensure fast and complete availability with the shortest reaction times. Our networked stock, production machinery and transport units enable a fully automated production process from start to finish.
More than 100,000 products.
HASCO innovations move you forward

Great inventions start small: At HASCO, our visionary engineers work together to focus on a specific project. We strive for continuous improvement – and that’s what makes us your best choice for new products. HASCO innovations simplify and improve your mouldmaking.
HASCO keeps things moving

It takes flexibility to adapt to new situations and stay one step ahead. You. HASCO. All. Our agile minds create agile processes that are perfectly tailored to your needs. We strive to help you implement your ideas with more precision and efficiency. HASCO products are consistently designed to meet the latest technical requirements. Our standards are high. We want to give you what you need, when you need it and wherever you need it.
Mouldmaking and tool design can be extremely complicated. At HASCO, we make every effort to simplify your engineering processes and speed up the construction of your moulds. Our expertise is based on intelligent components and reliable standards. This gives you significant advantages, because it increases your productivity and enables you to consistently achieve maximum quality. A company you can rely on. Since 1924.

We make things easy for you
Best results with HASCO

We have a passion for excellent products, intelligent processes and outstanding services. This benefits you in two ways: time and quality. It enables you to reliably plan your business operations and achieve the best results. All this adds up to profitability of your company. With an attractive combination of price and performance that is made possible by HASCO standards.
More than 700 HASCO employees are at your service worldwide. In addition to designing, manufacturing and distributing mould standards, we support engineers, mouldmakers and injection mould specialists in the following countries: Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malaysia, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia & Montenegro, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, Ukraine and the USA.

And definitely in your area!